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Cox named new VP
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Senate member
cites academics
in resignation
Vacancy leaves committee
chair position open as well
By Christine Demma
Staff writer

Mandy Marshall / Photo editor
Katie Cox is appointed student vice president for public affairs as Student Senate member Justin Brinkmeyer looks on. Cox is replacing Melissa
Riley, who resigned Feb. 23 for health and personal reasons.

'I know I can represent the students well,' Cox says
By Kelly Rush
and Christine Demma
Staff writers

Katie Cox was approved Wednesday
as the new student vice president for public affairs at the Student Senate meeting.
Cox was appointed to replace Melissa
Riley, who resigned Feb. 23 for personal
and health reasons.
Cox said she believed she was well
prepared to take over the job, and that she
was excited to be filling in.
"I feel I am very well qualified for this
position and I have many ideas that I plan
to implement through this office," Cox
said. " I know I can represent the students
well and I am ready to devote as much
time as I need."

Cox will be the third person this year to
serve on this position. Mike Leshoure was
originally elected to the position last
spring, and when Keith Cosentino
resigned as student body president in
December Leshoure took over the presidency. Leshoure appointed Riley to serve
in his vacancy as student vice president
for public affairs.
"I feel that Cox is a vety pro-active
member of Student Government and she
will go above and beyond her duties,"
Leshoure said.
Riley recollllllended Cox for the position at the time of her resignation. The
majority of senate also believed Cox was
prepared to take over Riley's former position.
"She is a fine student leader who will

do the best of her ability to fulfill her
tenn," said Student Senate Speaker
Jeremy Ruppel.
During the meeting, senate member
Sabrina Bowens said she had been
approached by a student who wanted a
special election to be held to fill the position of student vice president for public
affairs.
Leshoure said since senate elections
would be held in April, it would not be relevant to hold a separate election, which
would require spending student fees.
Cox previously served as the chair of
the extemal relations collllllittee, but will
still serve on the committee as an ex-officio member. Ruppel said he would fill in
as chair of the collllllittee until an appointment could be made.

The resignation of Student Senate member
Amanda Furlan was announced Wednesday night
at the senate meeting.
Furlan said after the meeting she resigned to
devote more time to academic studies because
she was having a hard time getting homework
done.
"I really do like senate, but right now I have to
focus on school and do what's best for me so I
can graduate," Furlan said.
Furlan's resignation has left the position of
chair of intemal relations vacant. Student Senate
Speaker speaker Jeremy Ruppel announced he
will appoint senate member Jennifer Andrlik to
the position, and the senate will vote on Ruppel's
appointment at the next meeting.
Ruppel said he trusts Andrlik to take over.
"She's one of the top leaders in senate,"
Ruppel said.
Andrlik said she is excited and this is a good
opportunity for her. She also said she is glad that
Ruppel ttusts her to take over the position.
The senate also heard a special presentation
from Bailey Young, associate professor ofhistmy
and coordinator for honors studies abroad program. A European excavation trip is being
offered to all Eastem students for the entire
month of July, Young said.
This a general education, upper-division class
for humanities and sciences and can be counted
as four or eight credit hours, Young said. The tt'ip
is based in Belgium, but students can go wherever they want, such as to Pat'is or Amsterdatn,
Young said.
For more infmmation on the course, students
can
contact
Christian
Schiavone
at
cucs23@pen.eiu.edu.
Also at the meeting, senate member Att Davis
apologized to the senate for his behavior at last
week's meeting. Davis was refen'ing to walking
out of the meeting to talk to students who had
also left because they thought Ruppel dismissed
their concems and would not let them address the
senate.
Davis said he was embatTassed and disappointed with his actions.

Assistant soccer coach arrested for aggravated battery
By Deana Poole
and Kyle Bauer
Staff writers

The assistant men's soccer coach recently was anested for aggravated battery to an
Eastem police officer.
University officials will not comment on
his job status.
Daniel E. Coker, 29, was atTested at
about 1: 10 a.m. Feb. 24 in the 1600 block of
Fomth Street, which is near Matty's.
" It was reported that he at least made
physical contact with an officer," said
Assistant Chief Adam Due of the University
Police Depattment.
No fonnal charges have been filed by the
State's Attomey's Office. Coker, who has

been the assistant men's soccer coach since
1998, is cunently an undergraduate student
who receives a $500 a month salaty on a 10month basis to serve as assistant coach.
"This is a personnel matter so we have
no further connnent until the situation is
resolved within the judicial system,"
according to a statement provided by the
athletic department.
Tim McClements, head men's soccer
coach, and Assistant Athletic Director
David Kidwell would not collllllent further
on the matter.
Coker did not retmn phone calls for the
past two days.
Coker attended Midwestem State
University, where he was a member of the
1991 NAIA Division I national mnner-up

team. He then played t\¥o years at
Centenaty College in Shreveport, La, where
he helped his team win a Trans Amet'ica
Athletic Conference
championship.
.-----=----.
A civil lawsuit has
been filed in Coles
County Circuit Court
against
Coker,
in
attempt to get an emergency order of protection.
The request was .__ _ _ _ _...J
filed by Jill McNatnat·a, Daniel Coker
a graduate assistant in the speech communication department and Coker's now-ex-gi.t·friend.
" I'm afraid for my safety as a result of

his violent encounter with the EIU police
officers and his actions toward me when he
was grabbing me and ttying to break into
my cat·," she stated in the request.
McNamara alleged she was ttying to
break up with Coker when he became violent.
" On (Feb. 21) and (Feb. 22) he told me
that 'he was not lett.ing me get a:way,' which
scared me," she stated in the request.
McNamara is requesting Coker undergo
counseling in addition to the restraining
order, which would prevent him from contacting her via phone, mail, e-mail or
through a third party.
Coker will appear in Coles County
Circuit Comt at 9:30 a.m. March 20 on the
order of protection.
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WASHINGTON (AP)
President
Clinton
rallied
Democrats to suppmt a higher
minimum wage on Wednesday
and vowed to veto a Republican
plan that would delay the
increase and link it to $122.7 billion in tax cuts.
"If Republican leaders send
me a bill that makes workers wait
for another year for their full pay
raise and holds the minimum
wage hostage for risky tax cuts
that threaten our prosperity, I'll
veto it," said Clinton, who hosted
Cabinet members, labor and
community
leaders
and
Democratic lawmakers on the
South Lawn of the White House.
"It is time to stop nickel and
diming American working people
out of the money that they need
and deserve," the president said.
"This is j ust wrong."
House Republican leaders
were planning their legislative
strategy Wednesday.

The GOP wants to enact a $1
increase over three years and
couple it with $122.7 billion in
tax cuts - a move that reswrects
portions of the Republicans'
$792 billion tax cut package that
Clinton vetoed last year.
a
Clinton
is
backing
Democratic plan to increase the
wage by $1 over just two years.
"This modest increase would
simply restore the minimum
wage to what it was in real dollar
tenus in 1982," Clinton said. "For
a. full-time worker, however, this
would mean another $2,000 a
year. And if you're on the minimum wage, that's real money."
Che1yl Costas, a checkout
clerk in Colton Alba, Pa., with
four children and a disabled husband, spoke of her struggle to
raise her family on $5.50 an hour.
"I am grateful that you are
fighting to raise the minimum
wage for families like mine," she
told Clinton. " I know how impor-

injured
in pileup

tant a dollar more an how- will be
for my husband, my children and
me. And so do you."
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, DMass., sponsor of the Democrats'
minimum wage bill in the Senate,
characterized the conflict as a
" women's issue, because the
majority who receive the increase
... are women," and a "civil rights
issue" because many minorities
also would benefit.
On Capitol Hill, House
Majority Leader Dick Almey, RTexas, said the three-year
increase is "the least worst way to
do the wrong thing."
He said he did not know if
Republicans have the votes needed to pass it.
Despite Clinton's opposition,
House Republicans are forging
ahead with legislation to slash
inheritance taxes and cut other
taxes for businesses to offset the
cost of raising the minimum
wage.

WELLBORN, Fla. (AP)
Twenty-t\¥o cars and trucks
slammed into each other
Wednesday in a pileup along a
highway shrouded by blinding
smoke from a forest fire . Tlu·ee
people were killed and 21
injw-ed, authorities said.
"I don't understand how I
lived tlu·ough that," said Erik
Gebauer, whose Mustang slid
under a n·actor-trailer. "All I can
remember was pushing that
freaking door. I felt death right
behind me. I can't believe I made
it."
The initial pileup involved 16
vehicles in the westbound lanes
of Interstate 10 about 90 miles
east of Tallahassee in nmthem
Florida, officials said.
Some of those vehicles
crossed the median, causing a.
six-car pileup in the eastbound
lanes.
The dead were the driver of a
pickup tluck that caught fire; the
driver of a. tractor-f:I·ailer; and a.
motm-ist who stopped to help and
was cmshed when a load of plywood fell off a truck.
Because of the twisted wreckage, it took several horn-s for
authorities to dete1mine how
many vehicles were involved. At
least five jackknifed tractor-trailers could be seen in the wreckage.
"The low visibility was a
result of the forest fire," said
Highway Pan·ol Lt. Ken Knowles.
The smoke came from a
7,000-acre arson fire in Osceola
National Park, about 10 miles
away. Visibility was further
reduced when three of the vehicles caught fire, and that caused
more vehicles to plow into the
wreckage, officials said.
Seventeen miles of highway
were closed after the 8 a.m.
chain-reaction accident.

Girl accused of bludgeoning mom
Psychiatrist mother
tried to help daughter
SHREWSBURY, Mass. (AP) - A 16-year-old
girl who had a tw-bulent relationship with her mother has been charged in the bludgeoning death of the
woman, a prominent psychiatrist who specialized in
criminal behavior.
Dr. Kathleen Thomsen-Hall was found beaten
and bleeding at the foot of her stai.n¥ay on Sunday.
She died Tuesday.
Authorities say her daughter, Valerie Hall, tlu·ew
her mother down the stairs and beat her with a hammer. She was arraigned Monday in Juvenile Cowt
on attempted mw-der and dmg charges; prosecutors
say additional charges may be filed by a grand jwy
next month.
Police records detail a n·oubled relationship
between the pair. Thomsen-Hall called police on
t\¥o occasions to say the girl was assaulting her in
their Slu·ewsbury home, 3 5 miles west of Boston.
The first time was in August 1997, when the girl
wasjust 13.
In the second incident, last December, the doctor
repmted that her daughter was "throwing glass and

out of control," the Worcester Telegram and Gazette
repmted today, citing police records.
Police responded two other times to possible
overdoses, characterized in at least one case as a suicide attempt by the girl. Those occurred on
Clu·istmas Eve 1998 and Jan. 25 of this year.
Susan Dore, who worked with Thomsen-Hall to
obtain insw-ance coverage for the mentally ill, said
the psychiatrist was flying to help her daughter.
"Eve1y time she talked about her daughter, it was
clear there were problems, but she wanted her to be
OK," said Dore, a legislative policy director for the
National Alliance for the Mentally Ill.
"Whatever was wrong with her daughter, this
was a ship that she was trying to right," Dore told
the Boston Herald. "She was protective of her
daughter. In no way would Kathleen want her
daughter to be sitt.ing alone in a cell somewhere. She
wanted everyone who was in trouble to be treated
with compassion."
The psychiat:I-ist had come to the University of
Massachusetts Medical School in 1997 from Little
Rock, Ark., where she had been in p1-ivate practice
for at least 15 years. In AI·kansas she had been active
in pushing for state legislation to assist the mentally
ill, and in 1998 she was honored by the National
Alliance for the Mentally Ill as one of its exemplruy
psychiat:I-ists.

Carbondale council ends alcohol restrictions
CARBONDALE (AP) - After
three 1-iot-free Halloweens, the City
Council has decided to drop 5-yearold restrictions on alcohol sales
meant to cw·b violent behavior that
once characterized the city's holiday.
While supporters of the ban fear
the drinking will spark renewed
violence, others said it is time to
give students from Southem
Illinois University a chance to
redeem themselves.
"This is a different genre of students these days," said council
member
Maggie
Flanagan.
"Whatever blip was on the screen a
few years ago ... is gone."

The 3-2 vote Tuesday means
bru·s and restaw-ants in the city's
student-dominated
downtown
ente1tainment disn·ict can serve
alcohol the weekend closest to
Halloween for the first time since
1995. The decision also lifts a citywide ban on the sale of beer kegs
that weekend.
Those restrictions and the
scheduling of a fall break at SIU to
coincide with Halloween weekend
were implemented after several
years of violent behavior on the
pa1t of revelers who ove1turned
cru·s, broke windows and taunted
police.
The last significant mayhem

was in 1996, when students broke
several downtown windows and
attacked a passing t:I-ain.
In recent years, students have
moved their street pruty to the
weekend next closest to Halloween,
but the event has consisted of little
more than students milling ru·ound
and watching women bare their
breasts.
City Manager Jeff Doherty had
reconunended continuing the bans
for at least one more yeru·.
SIU administ:I-ators have ah·eady
decided to maintain the school's
fall break for at least one more yeru·.
But council member Larry
Briggs noted the lack of violence

the last three years and said it is
time to "let the people have a
chance to grow up."
He said the economic impact of
the closings can be devastating for
businesses that depend on student
dollars to stay afloat.
"There ru·e places down there
that lose $10,000-plus on that
weekend," Briggs said.
Mayor Neil Dillru·d said council
members who voted against continuing the ban would regret it, saying
that while people might spend
money downtown, they may also
n·ash it.
"It's like a powder keg ready to
explode, and it has before," he said.
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LittleJohnny, age 7, after making
$50.00 off hislemonadestand.
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Spring Break Blowout
Bacardi Hurricane $2. 25
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Three units look at Fourth Street fire's cause

Mandy Marshall / Photo editor
An investigator from the State Fire Marshal's office enters the lower level of the destroyed Unique Propertie's apartment building Feb. 16. The investigators were hoping to find the cause of the fire
that caused more than $2.5 million in damage on the morning of Feb. 13.

City inspectors examine damaged structures with ATF, State Fire Marshal
______________
By Julius Sexton

,,

These (investigations) take a long
time.We still have a lot of avenues
to exhaust before we fmd a cause.
Chris Phipps,
assistant fire chief

________

,,

City ed~or

The properties that were destroyed in
the Feb. 13 fire on FoUith Street have been
turned back over to the owners, said Chris
Phipps, assistant fire chief.
DUI'ing the investigation into the cause
of the fire, the city had control of the properties .
" We ru·e still working with others on
try ing to (find the cause of the fire),"
Phipps said.

The fire bUined down an aprutment
complex that was nnder constmction and
the home occupied by four Eastem baseball players directly next to it.
The fire destroyed everything the baseball players owned and put several students
out of a home for next yeru·.
Phipps said the Charleston Fire
Deprutment CUI1'ently is working with
members of the Alcohol Tobacco and
Fireanns unit and the State Fire Mru·shal.
" With all three (agencies) working
together, (the investigation) should be

expedited pretty quickly," Phipps said.
He also said although all three agencies
ru·e working together, investigations such
as this one take a lot of time.
"These (investigations) take a long
time," Phipps said. "We still have a lot of
avenues to exhaust before we find a cause."
The city building inspectors also have
gone through each of the buildings to aid in
the investigation.
"With all these different people involved,
hopefully we will have a cause soon,"
Phipps said.

LANDesk unpopular with campus computer technicians
By Shauna Gustafson
Administration editor

The recently installed LANDesk
progrrun is not receiving rave
reviews from all members of
Eastem's campus.
The computer program enables
a technician to help faculty and
staff member·s with computer problems without traveling to the location of the problem, and also
enables technicians to simultaneously distr-ibute new softwru·e to all
computers that have LANDesk
installed.
The program allows technicians
to remote control computers

assigned to faculty and staff member·s, w ho allow the technician to do
so. By remote contr·olling a computer, the technician has acces s to
the entire screen and hard dr-ive of
that computer.
The LANDesk program is
receiving cr-iticism from some computer technicians on campus.
Allen Bryant, scientific programmer II for Infonnation Technology Services, said he fears the
program may break down privacy
lines in the university.
"M y concem is it could be used
to intrude upon privacy that exists
in the workplace," Bryant said.
Bryant said the LANDesk pro -

gram takes contr·ol away fi:om computer users, and offers very little
more than w hat the CUI1'ent netv.•ork
provides. He said that through the
network, softv.rru·e also can be distr'ibuted.
Bryant said although the cun-ent
policy is that technicians cannot
remote contr·ol a computer without
pennission of the faculty or staff
member the computer is assigned
to, he is concemed that mle may be
forgotten.
" Policies change, things happen," he said. " Who's to say down
the road things won't change?"
Bryant also said a greater chance
exists of hackers getting through the

MONEY'S LOW
AND YOU WANT TO

SHOUT?
VC»UR.
LANDLORD'S

LANDesk program. While a hacker
could also get into the main network, they would have to go to each
computer on crunpus separately to
continue the problems.
If the LANDesk progrrun is
hacked into, problems can be spread
immediately to every computer that
is connected to the program.
Bryant said he would like to see
computer users educated, rather
than solving all problems through a
remote contr·ol.
"There is no reason to take over
someone's computer to take over
Eudora (an e-mail client commonly
used at Eastem)," he said. " People
in lru-ge would feel a lot more com-
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fortable if they knew what they
were doing."
Bryant said education would
teach people to solve computer
problems on their own, and would
acclimate them to their own computers.
He said if people are nnaware of
how to solve their computer problems and all they have to do to fix
the problem is call ITS, the gap
widens in their knowledge of the
technology they are using.
"This technological wonder we
use is becoming more and more a
prut of everyday life," he said. "I'd
rather teach people to fish than give
them a fish."
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Mistakes can be best teachers in life

The Daily Eastern News

•

•

me excellence is not
found in perfection,
it is found somewhere in the middle.
A w ell- rounded person has
seen both pleasant and
unpleasant days. They have
both passed and failed .
Sara E. Figiel
Everyone makes mistakes,
Guest columnist
but the wise ones admit to
them and leam from them. It is
in my w eaknesses that I discover my strengths.
My father always asks me when I am going to grow
up, and I always tell him I don't know. Because whenever
I seem to be doing good, I mess up.
Now I am asking myself that question. But I don't
know if I will ever stop making bad choices because I
make them when I least expect it.
I have often fallen into the allusion of being on track
ever since I was a freshman in high school, as ridiculous
as that may sound.
I would fight with my parents all of the time, telling
them that I could handle responsibilities and make the
right choices, and that they should let me do whatever I
wanted, whenever I wanted.
However, despite the fact that I thought I could handle
everything on my own and make my own decisions, the
reality was much different. If my parents did let me have
free reign, I would have made it as far as the Taco Bell
down the street with a deadbeat boyfriend and a couple of
kids.
Since then I have come to the realization that my parents were right and I was wrong. They knew that I was
conniving, and I would steal a mile if someone offered me
an inch. I had no direction, all the wrong priorities and a
definite attitude problem.
Now I am older and can make my own decisions. The
only difference is that when I make mistakes my parents

QllllOll T
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Spending
with care
astem 's athletic department proposed two
fee increases totaling $16.25 to the Tuition
and Fee Review Committee.
Rich McDuffie, intercollegiate athletic directm~
told the committee that these fees were necessaiy to
pay inflation rates for travel, insurance, food, equipment, increasing safety measures and providing
increased gender equity. While these costs are all a
necessru.y pru.t of fimding an athletic program, directors of this program need to be cautious in asking for
student fees.
The proposed increase will bring the athletic fee to
$55.05 and the grant-in-aid fee to $68.75. Even
though these fees may be necessru.y, students ru.·e not
Athletic fee
a ~tless supplier of
The fee increases proposed by
fimding.
the athletic department may be
ill past semesters,
necessary, but students should
the athletic depru.tment
not have to see another
has asked Student Senate
increase for a long time.
to approve other fees to
fimd athletic depru.t ment programs. If the athletic
depru.tment repeatedly comes to the student body to
fimd programs, students will be unable to sustain the
fee increases - especially if fee increases ru.·e as
lru.-ge as the proposed increases at $16.25.
Pru.t of the fees will be used towru.·d eliminating the
use of school vans because other universities have
had numerous student-athletes killed in accidents
dming team travel. Most of these accidents have
occmTed while teru.ns ru.·e traveling in school vans
rather than chru.ter buses, McDuffie said.
Other fimds will go towru.·ds gender equity. ill 1994
the athletic depru.tment took fi.mds 1iom men's spolts
and gave them to women's spolts to lessen the gap
between fi.mding for the two.
McDuffie previously said taking money fi:om
men's spotts and giving it to women's spmts puts
men against the women and that is not the depru.tment's intention. While it is necessru.y to keep all of
Eastem 's students safe, students cru.mot continually
pay for fee increases.
The student body can only suppo1t a fee this lru.-ge
once evety few years, so think cru.·efully about what
is needed and what is not.

E

,, _____________________

• The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.

Today's quote
Boredom is the keynote of poverty ... for where
there is no money there is no change of any kind,
not of scene or of routine.
Moss Hart,
American playwright , 1904-1961

_________________

,,

Patron questions
treatment at local bar
We suffered an unfau· treatment in a
bar located in Charleston on Feb. 26.
While we were going to finish our last
game of billiards, suddenly the waiter
ordered us to leave the game even
though we had paid for it already.
Meanwhile, he placed most of the balls
into the pool pockets in order to force
us out of the game. We could not
understand why he only ordered us to
leave, and not the other patrons. We
saw there were five tables of games and
each of them were still playing.
Therefore, we told him ''v.re are going
to finish our last game and let us enjoy
it." He did not listen to us and kept on
collecting most of the balls. We were
shocked by his mde actions. Even
though we paid for the game, the waiter ridiculously ignored our right. We
believed that this was an outrageous
treatment for customers. Was it a way
to treat customers. Moreover, the waiter
intended to kick us and push us
because we demanded a rational expla-

don't care anymore, it is my
problem and I have to deal
with it.
My fiustrations now come
"Now I fmd that
fi·om the extreme ce1tainty that
as soon as I seem to be heading
my road is as
the right direction, I fall on
bumpy as I make in
my face.
it."
Now I find that my road is
as bumpy as I make it. It is up
to me to straighten out the
wheel and drive right. Most of
my downfalls come fi·om giving into temptations, or by taking the easier route - in
other words being uTesponsible. Therefore, I cause my
own accidents. How far off course I get depends on the
degree of lapse I have made.
The one thing I have leamed through all of my failures
is that, when you fail you fail alone. So the long hike back
to the main highway is a lonely one, although, some may
choose to mill around and wonder further away (also
known as settling for the paper hat industry) because it is
easter.
Even though I am known for being my own worst
enemy by my family, I have leamed valuable lessons in
each self-invoked problem. It is in the time I spend alone
on my long walks back that I leam more about myself.
Somewhere in between my crashed car and the road, I
find the courage to ante up again, and accept my defeats
with my head up and my eyes open. And I realize the
importance of being honest and accepting responsibilities.
Because when you are living in deceit in one area of your
life, the rest will soon fall apart.
It is in the understanding and acceptance of my Inistakes and imperfections that I can succeed.

• Sara E. Figiel is a junior journalism major and a guest columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
cusef6@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.

Your
turn
Letters to the editor
nation of why he was singling us out
and requil-ed the manager to show up.
Abmptly he just said, "We are going to
close the pub," and yelled at us. We felt
deeply offended. Besides, they did not
give us notice that we could not have a
game 10 1ninutes before they close the
bar. Unexpectedly, three or four waiters
pushed us out of the door and threatened us that we are not allowed to
come to this bar anymore. Eve1ything
was happening unexpectedly.
After a little while, police showed
up. They were vety fast aniving at the
scene. We were impressed by their fast
se1v ice. Thus, we were hoping that the
police Inight help us. When the police
asked the manager to describe what
had happened, the manage~· said, "They
intended to damage our property." Oh!
How could she say that because she
was not there? Quickly some of the
police ordered us to move to their cars

Send le tters to th e editor via e- ma i l t o cumkm7@pen. ei u. edu

for fini her investigation. We just stood
there and the police did not want to listen to our statement. Until then we had
not had a chance to explain what had
happened to us. Sh01i ly, one of the
police came back from the bar with 50
cents to refund us. We refused that
offer. We were all treated with injustice
and disrespect. First, the waiter was
mde. Second, the manager was not
responsible because she shll·ked her
responsibility when customers felt insecure in her workplace because of her
staff's mdeness. She had not even
inquil·ed about the matter. Then, we did
not receive the due respect fi·om the
police either because they only listened
to the bar's one-sided statement.
We are writing this letter because
we are not satisfied with the waiter, the
manager's bad attitude and unfair treatment. Next t:llne when you're at this bar
before they close, be careful with whatever you're doing, because you 1night
be a victim of the way they treat theu·
customers.

Chen-Vu Tsai
Board of Governors student
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campus
Stressed students can learn
to balance workload at lecture irnbrief
By Liew Linhai
Staff writer

Students struggle to balance
pressures of academics, work and
other outside activities in their lives,
said Tina Leonard, of Eastem's
Counseling Center.
Leonard will present a lecture
titled "A Balancing Act" at 7 p.m. in
the Effingham Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Leonard will discuss how to
deal with the pressures and how to
balance multiple workloads.

The one-hour workshop also
will include a panel discussion,
Leonard said.
The panel will feature people
from Eastem who have gone
tlu·ough the dual roles as workers
and students as well as those who
have handled the triple roles of parents, students and workers, she
said.
"The panel will discuss real life
conflicts with resolutions and problems pertaining to multiple roles roles beyond the traditional students," Leonard said.

Leonard, who has six years of
experience at the Counseling
Center, has noticed an increase in
the nwnber of students juggling
these roles.
''We face these challenges on a
daily basis with more students
coming back to school (from work)
in increasing nwnbers," Leonard
said. "These individuals take a different perspective in their planning
from other students because they
have to. Society is so demanding
these days; it's hard to keep a balance."

Health Education Resource Center
moves to Student Services Building
By Kristin Quaid
and Julie Bartlow
Staff writers

The Health Education Resource Center has moved
to a new location.
In mid-February, the Health Education Resource
Center moved fi:om its previous location of Ninth
Street Hall to the third floor of the Student Services
Building, formally occupied by Academic Testing, said
Eric Davidson, assistant director for health education
and promotion.
The center was moved to assist the academic testing
facilities with the Americans with Disabilities Act.
"We had a staff worker with a disability, and had to
move ow· location because of this," he said. "The move
began around Feb. 14."
Davidson said workers are comfortable with the
new location and seem to like it more than the previous
one.
"For ow· part, we have benefited from the new
office," he said. "It allows us to do more things and the
additional office space allows us to educate ow· peers
better."
Even students ar·e happy with the result of the move,
Davidson said.

"This is the second time we've moved and students
seem to be happier with this location," he said. "It's more
accessible and we're seeing more students come in."
Davidson said the center is responsible for a variety
of events and campaigns as well as organizations on
campus.
"We do a lot of different things," Davidson said.
"We have what's called the Resow·ce Cleaning House,
which offers students flyers, pamphlets and brochures
on a wide variety of health related topics. Usually students come in to use these iterns for homework,
speeches or presentations they may have about health
issues."
Davidson also said students or faculty can come
into the center and check out books and videos fi:om
the Resource Cleaning House.
In addition to the Resource Cleaning House, the
center oversees the many peer education programs
such as BACCHUS, GAMMA and PEACE.
"We also put on the Safer Spring Break Program,
the health fair and the posters that you see in residence
halls, .. . and if there are any posters students like, they
can come in and have them if we have any left over,"
Davidson said.
The Health Education Resow·ce Center's office
hours are 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday tlu·ough Friday.
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Man allegedly kills
father in stabbing
CHAMPAIGN (AP) - A
Charnpaign man stabbed his
father to death Wednesday, then
chased his elderly mother to a
near·by elementary school and
tried to stab her too, according
to police and school officials.
The Champaign Police
Department did not release the
narnes of the victims or the
man they ar1·ested, but confumed the man's father died
after being stabbed during a
family squabble inside his John
Street home about 11 a.m. The
Charnpaign County coroner
could not confirm the man's
cause of death Wednesday
afternoon.
Police would give no other
details.
The man's mother was
stabbed, too, but managed to
walk into Westview Elementary
School. The man followed and
kept trying to stab her, assistant
superintendent Arlene Blank
said.
Principal Bill Freeman
stepped betv.•een the two and
subdued the attacker until
police ar1'ived, Blank said. The
attack occwr ed just inside the
school near· an office.

Blood infections
linked to smoking
By the Associated Press
Smokers ar·e fow- times
more likely than nonsmokers to
get life-tlu·eatening blood infections or meningitis from a type

of bacteria that usually causes
pneumonia, a study found.
"We're used to thinking of
smoking as causing tenible
results long in the future. But
smokers in this study had a
much higher risk of this immediate infection," said Dr. Anne
Schuchat of the Centers for
Disease Contr·ol and Prevention.
And the more cigar·ettes a.
person smokes, the higher the
risk of an infection.
The researchers ar·en't sw-e
why this is so, but noted,
among other things, that cigarette smoke makes it har·der for
the lungs to expel foreign material and easier for bacteria to
stick.
The CDC and resear·chers in
Atlanta, Baltimore and Toronto
looked at 228 patients with
invasive pneumococcal disease
- Streptococcus pneumoniae
infections - and at 301 people
without the disease. Such infections are most likely in elderly
people, children and people
with immune problems.
However~ the study in
Thw-sday's New England
Journal ofMedicine looked
only at patients 18 through 64
with healthy immune systems.

Extinction recovery
rate looks grim
By the Associated Press
For all practical pw-poses,
when a. species is gone, it's
gone.
Scientists analyzed fossils
and calculated it takes about 10
million years after a plant or
animal becomes extinct before
anything resembling it reappears.
"When we got that result, I
was just stunned," said Jarnes
Kirchner, a geologist at the
University of California at
Berkeley.
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• budget requests

Be assertive,
manage time
to combat stress

By Christine Demma
Staff writer

Tlu·ee five-fee funded boards
will present their budgets to the
Appmt ionment Board tonight.
AB will meet at 6 p .m. in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Sports and Recreation, Student
Senate and dramatic pe1fonnances
(the Players) are the remaining
boards to present.
Each board has ah·ea.dy submitted its request of the amounts it

By Sarah Barnes
Staff Writer

Leaming how to deal with
anxiety and stress is one of the
most beneficial tools to know,
especially for college students.
Linda Anderson, counselor at
the Counseling Center, spoke to a
group of Ea.stem students
Wednesday in the Effmgham
Room of the Mrutin Luther King
University Union about ways to
prevent and cope with stress.
"One of the easiest ways to
deal with stress is to identify
what is stressing you early so you
have a better chance of getting a
hold of it," Anderson said.
"After a person is awru·e of the
stress then they can find the
things that they can change in the
situation."
Anderson gave tips on doing
little things like having better time
management, being asse1tive and
accepting reality as ways to prevent stress fi·om building up.
Anderson also emphasized
the impo1tance of relaxation and
gave some tips on how to relax.
"Exercise does more to alleviate stress than most mugs can
do." said Anderson.
Having a balanced life is one
of the most impmtant ways to
relax, she said. Stress now is
linked to causing cancer and herut
disease.
"It detemunes how we control
our bodies and minds," Anderson
said.
Some other relaxation tools
she mentioned were, meditation,
image1y, and muscle relaxation.
"Practicing relaxation techniques will make it easier to handle stress when difficult situations ru'ise." she said.
She said she hopes the counseling center will have relaxation
exercises eve1y week next yeru·.

•
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would like to receive.
The requested amount from
Sports and Recreation is $207,916.
Student Senate is req uesting
$34,585 and dramatic performances is requesting $10,775.
AB and the University Board
presented their budgets last week.
AB requested $43,150, and the
UB requested $264,277.70.
The total between all five of the
boards is $560,703.70.
The AB has $450,000 to apportion throughout the boards, which
means $110,703.70 must be cut.

RHA seeks NRHH
members nominations
By Ryan Warren
Staff writer

The Residence Hall Association
will take nominations for the
National Residence Hall Honorary
membe1'S at its meeting tonight.
The RHA meeting will be at 5
p.m . in the Cruman Hall lobby.
"(We) voted last week and will
be voting again to decide the top
five," said Cathie Ande1'Son, RHA
president.
The five students nominated
will be eligible to become members
of the national society.

RHA also will take nominations
for the Richard Eknoch Scholru·ship, which NRHH sponsors,
Anderson said.
This scholru'Ship is available to
students in their sophomore through
senior year.
RHA will discuss nominations
for the McKinney Scholarship
Thursday and after sp1'ing break.
Matt Luttmann, adviser for
RHA, said the hall counsels can
nominate one student.
"It's aimed at a student in their
first yeru· at EID, and that includes
transfer students," Luttmann said.

Students indulge in cookies
By Kimberly Koester
Staff writer

Mandy Marshall / Photo editor
Linda Anderson, Eastern counselor, asks students what causes them fear
at her workshop titled, "High Anxiety," Wednesday evening in the Effingham
room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. When Anderson asked
the audience what causes them anxiety, two members said, "Snakes."

OPEN EVE N I I'-JIGS •

Get Lay' d Before Spring Break!
Lay Fest 2000

Bud Light & Miller Lite Drafts

Big Guy little g uy
Collect the most lays & win the Grand Prize
Prizes/Giveaways &
Everyone Gets Lay'd

SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE

Girl Scout n·oops from ru·ound
the community sold cookies
Tuesday in the resident dining
ru·eas.
The seven troops sold approximately 600 boxes of cookies, said
Melanie Mills, a speech communication professor and Girl Scout
leader.
"It went ve1y well," Mills said.
"We sold a lot of cookies to students."
Eve1y yeru·, Girl Scout troops
sell cookies on campus, usually
during the first week of March.
"The girls look fmward to it
every year, and the students do,
too," Mills said.
The cookies sell for $3 a box.
The money eamed is divided

runong the troops, depending on the
number of boxes they sold, the Girl
Scout council and promotional
fees.
"The money eruned keeps the
cost down for camps and other programs," Mills said.
For students and faculty who
missed Tuesday's sale and are
interested in buying cookies, Girl
Scouts will sell cookies outside of
Wal-Mrut F1'iday and Saturday.
Mills also is selling the Girl
Scout cookies from her office
located in Coleman HalL
"I'm cookie central in the
Coleman offices," Mills said.
The different kinds of cookies
available include mints, peanut
butter sandwiches, peanut butter
patties, caramel delights, shortbread, lemon pastly creruns and
animal n·easures.

s~c
SPR.IN~ BRE.A~

IIC>UR.S:

.Frid ay, lVl.arch 10. _______________________ 5:30am-4 :30pm.
Saturday., lVIarch 11 . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . __ CLOSED
S unday, IVI arch 12. ___ _ ________________ .. CLOSED
lVJonday, lVIarch 13 . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ___ . __ .6:00a.m-5 : OOpm
-r u esday, 1VI.arch 1.4 . _ _ _ _ _ __ ___ _ __ _ ______ .6:00an:l.- 5:00pm
Wednesday~ lVI.arch 1 S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ___ . 6 : 00a.r:n-5 :OOpn."'.
Thu..rsday, :r.v.ta:r ch 16 __ . ______ __ ____ . . . . . . 6:00a.m- 5: O O p m
Fri day. lVla r c h 1 7 .. . .. _ .. _. _ _ . . . . . ______ _ .6:00am-5:OO pm
S a ·t u r d ay. l'v1 a r c h I 8 __ _ ____ __ . ___ __ __ _ _ . _______ CLOSED
Sunday, .JY.[a.rch 19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ __ .. . _ ... 5 :OOpm-1 O : OOpm

lVlC>N"D.AY", ~.ARCH 2 0Tri,
R E S LJJ.V(E N"C>~.AL SR.C
:HOU RS
'WELCC>IVIE B.AC~!!!
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DA to pursue death penalty for accused'railroad killer'
HOUSTON (AP) - Prosecutors
concluded they had a death penalty
case within weeks of the smrender
last summer by accused serial killer
Angel Maturino Resendiz.
They did not f01mally move forward with it until Tuesday, when the
man accused of nine slayings in
three states declined exatnination by
a comt-appointed psychiatrist prior
to his initial capital murder trial.
"We didn't know specifically
what was going to happen until we
got into the com1room," Ranis
County District Attomey John B.

Holmes said of the brief heating in
which Matmino Resendiz, 49,
declined examination.
Prosecutors wanted to have a
comt -appointed psychiatrist look at
Mattnino Resendiz, whose attomey
is prepating an insanity defense, to
get their ov.'Il feel for his competence.
Without such an exatn, Holmes
said their only choice is to treat him
as though he is sane.
Unless found innocent or proven
insane, Mattnino Resendiz faces
death by lethal injection for the

December 1998 slaying of
Houston-area physician Claudia
Benton. He is chat·ged in three other
Texas slayings, two in Illinois and
another in Kentucky.
The Mexican citizen is the only
suspect in two other Texas murders.
A court-appointed psychiatrist
will continue to visit Matmino
Resendiz in jail, Holmes said.
Defense attomey Allen Tanner said
his client ttnned dov.'Il an exam
because of his distrust in the U .S.
justice system.
"I thought he would (consent),

but I understand why he doesn't
want to," Tanner said.
Mattnino Resendiz has insisted
that authorities prornised he would
not face the death penalty if he sm·rendered, which he did in El Paso
on July 13. However, a letter from
Holmes preceding the sm1·ender
made no such guarantee.
Jmy selection in the Benton case
is set for Mat·ch 27, though Holmes
said today it rnight not actually
begin until a day later.
Holmes, whose office has put
more convicted killers on death row

than any other district attomey in
the nation, declined to say
Wednesday whether he will be the
lead prosecutor in the highly publicized case.
He said he doesn't want to talk
about the level of his participation
because he doesn't want to bring
any more attention to the case.
"If I did say I would do it, then
one ton of (hogwash) is made out of
the fact that I'm going to patticipate," said Holmes, who is retiring
as district attomey in Janumy after
22 yeat·s in office.

Professor fighting to ban
kegs, pitchers and shots
at University of Illinois

Mandy Marshall / Photo editor

Little. Yellow. Different.
Paul Dreiner, a junior speech communications major, entertains his little friend Squeaks Monday morning in the Library
Quad. Dreiner and his human friends purchased the baby duck from Rural King for $3. Squeaks is four weeks old and
its gender presently is unknown.

Mon: Blue Marquitas $2
LaBatts Blue $1 .50
Tues: Euchre Tourney &
Pool Tourney
Cash prizes
$1.25 Domestic Drafts

Wed: Honey Brown 50¢
Thurs: FOOS Tourney
Cash Prizes
Rail Drinks $1.50
Fri: Domestic Bottles $1.50
Sat: Corona &Dos Equis
$2.00

Need money
for the
necessities?

CHAMPAIGN (AP) - Alatmed
by the number of students taken to
the hospital after drinking too
much, a University of Illinois professor is asking the city to ban kegs,
pitchers and shots.
Business law professor Mark
Roszkowski knows a sweeping ban
has no political support but says
someone has to do something to
slow the flow of cheap and easy
booze.
His idea? Make it hat·der and
costlier for students to get inebriated.
Besides the bans, Roszkowski
has offered fom· pages of proposals,
such as bmnping last call fi·om 1
a.m. to rnidnight and regulating
beer bashes at students' apattments.
"I'm open to any ideas, but there
at·e no other ideas out there right
now," Roszkowski said.
Roszkowski's foot-stomping
with city and university officials
appeat·s unlikely to get his ideas
transcribed into the city code, but
his cries are atnong those helping to
keep alcohol a high-profile agenda
item atnong catnpus adrninistrators
and at City Hall.
The key players in the campus
liquor trade say they share
Roszkowski's concerns about binge
drinking. However, students and
liquor sellers say the professor's
reasoning is just wrong.
"The problem is not supply. It's
demand," said Richat·d Stockton, a
law student who sits on the city's
liquor advisery commission and
has read about failed liquor prohibitions in other campus towns.
Ban kegs in Champaign, and
Stockton said students will trek a
few blocks to Urbana. Ban kegs

,,

_ _ _ __

I'm open to any ideas, but
there are no other ideas out
there right now.
Mark Roszkowski,
business law professor
at University of Illinois

______

there, and students will dr-ive to
Rantoul to get their brew.
Jack Troxell, who ov.'Ils a chain
of liquor outlets in Chatnpaign and
Urbana, said bans don't addr·ess the
real problems - students' desire to
drink to excess and establishments
that break the laws to help them.
"The last thing we need is more
rules and regulations," Troxell said.
"What we need is a reevaluation of
what's on the board and the
enforcement of those existing
rules."
mayor
Jeny
Chatnpaign
Schweighat1, who spent 32 yeat·s as
a city policeman, says that's what
he is doing. He said police at·e
watching bat'S carefully and he may
force owners to put wristbands on
patrons to sepat-ate those over and
under21.
The city also has a rule requiring anyone buying multiple kegs to
get a city pennit, so police can
check out such parties. This weekend, police busted up one illegal
pat1y and fined five hosts nearly
$700 each.
But asked if he would ban kegs,
the mayor said, "That's not something I'm going to do."

PARK .PLACE APARTMENTS
The only OFF Campus Housing
ONC&mpus
tl.OCI!h!d ac;:f'CI6S fi'Ofn the Union on '7'111 Stnialt)

~ Now Leasing far FAlL

·~~=

• Free ParJcing
•Free Trash

Open House
4-6pm M-F
Questions call
348-1479
Sean

,,

• CentralAC
• Balconies

·~
Dishwashers

I

classifiedadv~rJ!§.iv.g __
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Help wanted

Help wanted

Help wanted

Help wanted

Help wanted

Help wanted

THINKING
ABOUT
YOUR
FUTURE? Advanced Personnel
ca n help shape your future
whether you are graduating or still
a student Working with our prestigious corporate clients on break
or when you complete your
degree will give you the corporate
experience needed to get ahead.
We specialize in full time and temporary
placement
in
the
888-AChicagoland area.
CAREER
ADVANCED PERSONNEL. acareer@advancedgroup. com

EXP NEEDED. FOR APP AND
EXAM INFO CALL 1-800-8133585, EXT 2435 8AM-9PM, 7
DAYS fds inc.

2 Bedroom apartment available
2000-2001 school year, furnished,
no pets, $235/mo. Call Terri @
345-6535.
.,----,...,-----,------,----,.---,3/1 0
3 BR house perfect for 3 Cozy,
convenient, economical. 3454489. C21 Wood, Jim Wood, broker.
.,----,...,---....,-----,---,---,-3/1 0
2 BR house priced for 2. Close.
Ugly but it works good. 345-4489.
C21 Wood, Jim Wood, broker.
--,:-::...,---.,----.,-----3/10
4 BR house for 4. Close to campus. 10 months at $900. 3454489. C21 Wood, Jim Wood, broker.
--=--.,----....,----3/10
3 Br apt. Best deal for the dollar.
$170 each for 3. Modern, clean,
compact, economical. Your total
cost including elec, water, CATV,
phone should be under $240
each. 345-4489. C21 Wood, Jim
Wood, broker.
,..--.,--.,----,-----,--,--3/1 0
Room for Rent - Included all utilities, cable, local phone, AC. 10
month lease. No parties.
$285/month. Call 345-7399.
------,----,....---3/10
Apartments for rent. 2 and 3 bedroom, some units include all utilities. All apartments are furnished
1107 and 1109 third. 345-31 00.
Office hours M-F 3:00-6 00
..,..-----:-------::----3/10
Cheap Summer Rent; and Fall
possibilities 348-6782.
3/10
B==-R-=
ITI
=A
--N
......Y--=R,..--ID
:-G
:-E
=--4-=B-=R-~,....or 4-5.
12 months for 5@ $188 each or
$235 for 4. 10 months for 5 @
$225. 345-4489. C21 Wood, Jim
Wood, broker.
----....,---,---,---------3/20
House for 6 or 7 students. 1 block
north of Polk St. 6 bedroom, CIA,
OW, off street parking. Available
June 15th, 1,650 per month.
Landlord pays trash. Call Brian at
348-1200.

Call 349-8824 (9-5) or Leave
Message.
3/23
-11-/2--=B-L-=o -=c ......
KS
.,---N......O~R~T=-H--=
o-=F OLD
MAIN. 6 BR house, furnished,
includes washer and dryer,
garbage service. Available Aug
1st, 2000. Call 348-8249.
3/24
-1 -1-,
/2- B
:-L-.,O,...,C,--K-:S- N
- 0-=-R
=-T=-H---,
0-=-F OLD
MAIN. 1 BR efficiency apartment,
low utilities for 1 or 2 people.
Includes refrigerator, stove and
garbage service. Laundry facility
available. Available August 15,
2000. Call 348-8249.
.,....-----------,--3124
Only 1 two bedroom fully furnished apt. still available on
Lincoln St. for 2000-2001 school
year. Call 348-0157.
. , - - - - - - - - - -3/24
Modern three bedroom house,
1409 9th St., 10 month lease,
$300 per month all utilities included. Must see! 708-386-3240
3/24
N-=--ow
,.......,.-=
R-=EN=TIN-:G:-A-=
P-AR
" 'T=-M
-=
ENTS
FOR FALL. 1 & 2 BEDROOM,
$200-$420 PER MONTH. 3481826
.,-------,----::--~4/12
McArthur Manor APts. 2 Bdrm ,
fu rnished. 10-12 month lease
$470/mo. No pets. No parties.
345-2231.
---:---:--::----.,..----=-=--:---'5/1
AVAILABLE AUGUST. 2 bedroom,
furnished apt. 12 month lease.
1017 Woodlawn Dr. 348-7746.
---,...--::-----:--:-:-:----:--'5/1
Leasing for Fall 2000 1, 2, & 3
bedroom apt. Clean, good loc. ex.
condition, no pets. Williams
Rentals, 345-7286.
00
A- L-L- -N-=E,....
W_ _ _B
""E
" 'D
=-R
=-0-=-0 M

3 Bdrm, furn, apt. Avail Aug .,
clean, good loc., No Pets, 3457286

Location!! Location!! Location!!
Close to Buzzard Building, 2 BD
furnished Apts.
Fall 2000,
Lincolnwood
Pinetree
Apartments. Call 345-6000

3/9

BR
""
""I_
A_
N--,
'S--,--,P
:-LA-:
C-::E---:N...,-IG
-=-H-,T=-C
~
LU B

AND SPORTS BAR now hiring
part-time doorman and waitress.
21st and BROADWAY, MATTOON. 234-4151.
-...,-...,-----,--....,------,.-.,--,-·3/10
Looking for a job that is willing to
work around your classes.
Charleston Dairy Queen is now
taking applications for new hours
part time nights and weekends.
Apply at 20 State St.
.,....----=-------==-3/10
Covenant Developmental Training
Center has several openings at
both the Charleston and Mattoon
sites. Great opportunities await
working with the DD population.
Direct care (CNA's, habilitation
aides) positions available immediately $6.50/hr for part-time, $6.75
for
full-time
positions
in
Charleston. Excellent benefits
incl.
package
for
FT
Healthllife/dentaV401K, paid training. Great for students will work
around your class schedule. Great
experience to include on a
resume. Apply at 521 7th St in
Charleston or 4555 US Highway
45 (South Lakeland Blvd ) in
Mattoon. EOE.
,.....,-,.-...,-...,...,-,--=-::.,..-:o.,---,=--=-3/10
BAR HELP NEEDED! The Place,
Ashmore 8 miles east on Rt 16.
Cocktail server and limo driver
needed. 349-8613. Call for interview. Starting at $5 00/hr.
.,......,-,-----------:,--3/10
Delivery person, apply at Pagliai's
Pizza after 4PM, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston.

-=-==-,.-...,-=--=-=-=----:--==~3/20

GET PUBLI SHED! GET PAID!
www.maincampus.com
Seeks
students for stories ranging from
politics/sex/culture/opinions. $25
Email us
at:
per story.
earn@maincampus.com
~-.,....------~-3/21
Work from home. Up to $25/hr
PIT. $75/hr FIT. mail order. 781255-2012.
3/22
IN
...,--:C-.-=B-=E,....
N-=
E-=
F-=
IT"'
S-. ---,G-A-M-=
E- WARDENS, SECURITY, MAINTENANCE, PARK RANGERS. NO

...,--=--=-=-~-=-=,..,.--:--:~·3/24

INC. BENEFITS, NO EXPERIENCE. FOR APP AND EXAM
INFO, CALL 1-800-813-3585,
EXT 2434, 8AM-9PM 7 DAYS fds,
inc.
~-,---.,------,....,---~·3/24
Graphic Design Majors!!! The
Daily Eastern News is now hiring
designers. Must be available SunThurs 2-7:30 pm. Apply at 1802
Buzzard. Ask for Betsy.
--,--,--------~-=-_,.,.~3~1
All students earn $500- 1000 parttime . Bilingual a plus, full training.
For free info. s.as.e to work at home.
4435 Mary Todd Rd. Mattoon IL,
61 938.
----...,-...,--....,----4/20
Nanny needed for 18 month old
child. Must have previous experience
with toddlers and have at least one
local reference. Outstanding opportunity for for right person. Live in or
out. please send letter and resume to
PO Box 892, Charleston,IL 61920.
---.,.,....,.--...,-...,---...,-...,--.,-4/15
$1500 weekly potential mailing our
circulars. No experience required.
Free information packet Call 202452-5942.
---.,...,----.,....,---,----,--,&1
Attention! Attention! Psychology,
Sociology, Special education, and
other majors. Gain valuable experience by working with Adults and
Children with developmental disabilities. FLEXIBLE scheduling for
EVENING, NIGHT, and WEEKEND
shifts. Paid training is provided. Apply
at : CCAR Industries, 1530 Lincoln,
Charleston, IL 61 920.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _&1

For rent
Girls Only! Newly furnished 2 bedroom, 10 month lease, $250 each for
2. 348-0288.
-=-=----...,-...,----319
4BR House available June or Aug.
2000.
$22&person/month
washer/dryer, 345-6222 or 581 6367.
~-.,.....,--...,-...,----,.-,-...,...,-...,---319
GIRLS ONLY! 1&2 Bedroom Apts.
Across from Buzzard. Call 3452652.

-=-=---...,---.,~---.,--319

2 BR and 3 BR home on 9th for
lease starting August $23&student,
REF, deposit required. 849-3043.
-...,-,....-------,--·3110
Available August 1, 4 Bedroom 2
bath. Quiet neighborhood. No parties, no pets. WID, trash included
345-5037.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3/10

The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: __________________________
Address: - - - - - - - - - - - Phone: ______ Student: o Yes o No
Under classification of: - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only): - - - - - Person accepting ad:
Compositor: _ _
No. words I days: _ _ Amount due: $._____
Payment:
Check No. _ _

Dates to run:
Ad to read:

---------------

~=---=---.,...,------------,3/20

4BR, Furnished Apt Available
Fall/Spring. Parking, Laundry,
$900/mo. + low utilities. 2623291.
~=--=--,....,.-----...,----,-----3/22
1BR Efficiency. Furnished, parking, laundry. $250/mo + low utilities. Available for Summer only or
Fall/Spring, too. 262-3291.
--=-=---------,-...,--,.------3/22
4 BR Apt. Available Summer '00.
Parking, Laundry. $600/mo. and
Low utilities. 262-3291
-=-----=-------.,...,---,------3/22
For Rent: Available August 1.
Large 2-Bedroom apartments,
fully furnished, laundry room, central air, off street parking, close to
park and campus, pets allowed.

ACROSS
Applies lightly
Greetings
Ice cream drink
Kind of engr.
"Shoot!"
Troj an War
warrior
17 Everything
19 Hens
20 Palace display,
maybe
22 Flashed sign
23 Copious
24 Anonymous
fellow
26 Coleridge
character
29 Russell Cave
Natl. Mon. locale
32 Not the first
recording
33 What some
grads do
1
5
8
14
15
16

Apartments just being built.
Available Fall. Renting for
$550/mo. for 2 people. 117 W. Polk
St. 348-7746.

-....,---------,---~00

Apts. for rent, 1, 2, and 3 bedroom, nice places, available
August. No pets. 345-7286.
--=------,-...,--,--00
3 Bedroom Apt. 415 Harrison
$1 80 per person. New 2 bedroom
Apt. Edgar. 348-5032.

---___,...,--,...,.__,....,...,-,---oo

Now leasing for fall 2000, several
1 bedroom apartments. Close to
campus. Call 348-0006.

:-----:----::---.,.-----~00

Rooms for Rent, Women Only
Opening for FaiVSpring, $230 mo.
incl.
Utilities
Intercession/Summer, $200 mo.
Utilities incl. Large House fully
furn, A/C, 1 Blk from Union. Pat
Novak (630) 789-3772 evenings.
E-mail TRISHNOVAK@aol.com.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

37 One of the
Seven Wonders
of th e World
40 Colonial
territory now
reunited with
China
41 Honors
42 Second letter
addendum
43 Made a cocoon
45 Like fish sticks
48 Kind of ray
53 Above,
poetically
54 Bullies
58 TheW's In
LLWWWWWL
60 Request for
clarification
61 Words intended
to instill fear
62 Lansing-to·
Detroit dir.
63 Big name in oil

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
..,..,....,......~::o-T",...,

-;:+;-t;~t-;-t

"-:-+-:+.:-:+:=-!

..;t-:':+-::-t.:':+:::+.:=-1
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY - NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to e<lit or refuse ads considere<llibelous or in bad taste.

~-::+.=+.:rl

---------=---=--~.,....--,-00

Now leasing for Fall2000 1, 2, & 3
Bedroom apts. Close to campus.
Ph. 345-6533 for details.

00

S-:E:-:IT"'S,--IN
......G
.,.E
=-R
= -A-=P=
T :s-.- 1-.,6_1_
1 -=9t-h .St.
1 block East of Old Main. 1 apt
available for Summer 2000. 1 apt
available for Fall 2000 and Spring
2001. For info. call 345-7136.
__________________00

:--------------.,....-~00

Relax by the pool. 1, 2 & 3 BD
Furnished Apts. Available Fall
Lincolnwood Pinetree
2000.
Apartments. Call 345-6000.

---......--,.-----=-=----~00

Advertise in the DEN. It will work
for you. Call 581 -2812 for info.

Campus Clips
BETA ALPHA PSI. Meeting on Thw-sday , march 9 at
7pm in LH 127. Presentation about intemational experiences . C asual dress. All memb ers required to attend.
DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES. Mov ieWomen on the Verge of a N ervous Breakdow n . on
Thw-sday, March 9 at 7pm in the Language Lab in
Col eman Hall. This film is being show n as an ev ent for
Forei gn Languages Week. The movie is Spanish w i th
Engl i sh subtitles .
FOREIGN LANGU AGE DEPARTMEN T. Forei gn
Language Bow l on March 9 at 6 :30pm in 104A C ol eman
Hall. W atch language m aj ors compet e in a game that
t est s their knowledge of cul ture, poli tics, histmy and l anguage.
HEALTH EDUCATION RESOURCE CEN TER. Safe
Spring Break on March 9 , 2000 at 6pm in Lincoln Hall.
Trav el Safety present ed by An·ow Travel.
HEALTH EDUCATION RESOURCE CEN TER. Safe
Spring Break on March 9 , 2000 at Spm in C armen Hall
Lounge. " Sun, Sex & Alcohol" presented by Dollie
Kilgore, Women's Health Nw-se from Health Serv ices.
MTEA. Exec. Board Meeting on March 9 , 2000 at 6p.m .
in Buzzard H all 1121.
NEWMAN C ATHOLIC CEN TER. Mass on March 9 at
!2 :05pm in the St. Philip Neri C hapel located at the
New man Cent er across from Andrews H all.
NEWMAN C ATHOLIC CEN TER. Early Bird S eries on
Friday, M arch 10 at 6 :30am in the St. Philip Neri Chapel.
Early Bird Series for Friday's of Lent start t omonow at
6 :30am w i th Mass and discussion at St. Philip Neri
Chapel. Breakfast prov ided. Done before Sam.
SPANISH CLASSES. Pinata Smashing on 3/9/00 fi·omS 9 and 10 at So. of Lumpkin Hall. Students from 3 classes
will bread candy - filled pinatas.

PLEASE ~40TE: Can1p~s Clii'S are l'tln free of ehmge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profrt, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLI NE WILL NOT be published No dips will be
taken by phone Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting int>rmation WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for available space.

64 Let a slip pass
65 Co. that makes
29-Downs
66 Wistful sort

DOWN
1 Bing C rosby's
record label
2 Auto option
3 Jazz genre
4 Glower
5 One of the
Pillars of Islam
6 Coconut palm
site, maybe
7 Warp
8 Drill sergeant's
order
9 Pushes forward
again
10 · - questions?"
11 Pet item
12 Kitchen gadget
13 Big-selling
1920's car
18 Together
21 Dubai, e.g.
25 Family map
26 1950's-70's
pitcher
Drabowsky
27 Green shade
28 Bring new
supplies
29 Place to enter a
PIN
30 Grazing spot
31 Jeep maker,
once: Abbr.
32 Matter of
interest for a
pilot
34 Person in a
mask

35 Tweak
36 Form ula 1
maneuver
38 Role model for a
lad
39 One end of the
visible spectrum
44 B rightened, with
"up"
45 Particle physics
subject
46 Fashionably
old-fashioned
47 Was at fault

48 "No
!"
(Spanish cry)
49 Petal extract
50 Kind of jacket
51 Hint
52 Mary of "Don
Juan: 1926

55 "Say _"
56 Pear type
57 It has a big
mouth
59 Round Table
time
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Rugby team uses spring break for preparation
By Troy Hinkel
Staff Writer

While the majmity of the college
will be enjoying Spring Break by traveling to hot spots or just sitting at
home, Eastem's women's mgby team
will be traveling South for a week of
practice and competition in preparation for the National Townament in
April.
''We are going to use the spring
break trip to prepare us for Nationals,"
coach Frank Graziano said.
The team will start spring break by
traveling to Middle Tennessee State
early Saturday moming for a late
aftemoon match up. After that match
up they will travel to Clemson for a
week of practice that will culminate
on a Wednesday night game.
''Playing in a game will help ow·
players get used to one another along
with some of the players getting used
to nev.r positions," Graziano said. ''It
should be a good cultmal experience

Bauer
from Page 12

The NCAA is trying to clean
up athletic programs across the
country, and that is fine .
It certainly needs to be done,
but don't make an example out of
someone that has not done anything that serious.
We have professional athletes
standing trial for murder. If an
example needs to be made, strut
with them.
And what about Danyl

for the girls because most of them
have never been that far south."
Despite it being spring break the
Panthers should have plenty of time to
relax between games and practice.
"Clemson does not have spring
break that week, so there should be a
lot of things for the girls to enjoy on
their trip;' Graziano said. ''Their campus will be va y active that week
because they have baseball games,
track meets and many otha· spotting
events going on."
"In practice we have been doing
strength and conditioning exercises
for a long time and ow· playa 'S have
been itching to finally play," Graziano
said. ''This week should give than a
lot of work and more expe~ience."
The spt'ing break trip was OI'iginally planned because of the harsh
Midwest winta 'S. The n01mal weatha· this time of year would limit the
team fi'Om practicing outside.
''When scheduling spt'ing practices we thought we would have bad
Strawberry? This guy got picked
up for his fourth possession of
cocaine charge - and that's not
even close to Steve Howe's
seven.
Teammates describe Pott er as
a fiery player on the court, but a.
quiet and reserved individual
away from it.
Porter has two young sons
who now live w ith their mother.
Porter once said that he had
passed up an oppmtunity to enter
the NBA draft so that he could
set an example for them by graduating college.
Now, those are the kinds of
examples we should be setting.

weather and by going south we could
use the nicer weather to practice
with."
This week could lllalk the only
time that the Panthet'S will SCI'immage
before the national townament
resumes in Aptll. Since the fall, the
team has gained eight new playet'S,
who have va y little expe~ience, while
losing three playa s .
''The games we will play will be
the only competition that we will see
before nationals," Sophomore Karee
Ethtidge said. "I think we are stl'Onger
this semesta· than in the fall, but the
nip will give the nev.r girls a chance to
expe~ience real play."
Once they return to campus later
next week, the Pantha'S will have an
idea of what they need to do to prepare for the sv.•eet sixteen.
"In the futw·e, we may tly to set up
a scrinunage with U ofl because ifwe
don't, we v.rill have three and a half
weeks off before nationals," Graziano
said.

Mandy Marshall/ Photo editor
Head coach Frank Graziano joins in the team's scrimmage on March 1 against
two other members of the women's rugby team.

29 yeat'S and was va y successful, but
when the oppottW'lity comes up to

Light
from Page 12
"You don't realize what it is and
howmmuch is really means until
you're not in coaching anymore,"
Jehlicka said. "It's a different feeling, you're no longer closely associated with the student athletes."
While that distance fi·om the student athletes and the wrestling mat
has been difficult for Jehlicka to
accept, he has enjoyed his first year
on the job at Eastan.
"It's been a really good expe~i
ence;' Jehlicka said. "I coached for

take an administrative position at the
Division I level, you have to seek
those oppottW'lities."
As associate athletic director,
Jehlicka is in charge of home game
management, setv es as a liaison for
athletic events at Eastem's facilities
that are not intercollegiate such as the
IHSA Supersectional basketball
game, schedules the use of facilities,
coordinates the SUlllllla· spotis camps
and ovetsees the coaches and budgets
for men's basketball, baseball, men's
and women's golf, men's and
women's tennis and men's and
women's soccet:

"It keeps me busy," Jehlicka said
of his responsibilities. ''The most
enjoyable prut for me has been learning the EIU way and the way things
ru·e done at the Division I level."
While the t1'311Sition fi·om fulltime coach to full-time administrator
has been difficult, stepping out of the
limelight may be the most difficult
concept Jehlicka has had to fa.ce since
taking his new position.
''The toughest prut is not being a
coach anymore," he said. ''For 29
years, I was the coach. I was highly
recognized in the community as a
successful coach," Jehlicka said.
But Jehlicka says he's OK with
that.

Classifiedadv~rJ!§.igg _ _ __
Sublessors

Announcements

Personals

Personals

Personals

Sublessors wanted 1-4 people for
a
4
bedroom
house.
$250/mo/person. 345-6542.

Needed, 57 people to lose 5-43
lbs. All natural, Dr. recommended.
Starts as low as $39. Call 3453833.

safe! I can't wait to see you when
you get back! Love, Katie.

Megan Weitekamp on being initiated into Gamma.

=--=-------=-=------::-:-..,.....,.-319

=--...,.--~~~-~3ffi

Congrats to Jackie Keller, Krissie
Miller, Angel Reincke, Amy Vedin,
and Megan W~etekamp ofT~igma
on becoming members of Morter

social sib.Jation I may find myself?
- - - - - - - - - - - - '3110
Do you have an extra $9750? No,
then think twice bebre drinking and
driving. The average oost of a DUI
conviction in Illinois is $9750, assuming your 21 and you didn't hurt or kill

Board.

anyone.

__________________3ffi

Sublessor(s) needed for Summer
"00. Spacious 2 br. apt. across
from Lantz. $280 each 345-7335.
__________________3ffi

Sublessor needed for 1 bedroom
apartment for May, June, and July.
$280/month includes water and
trash, unfurnished. Call Megan at
345-4068 if interested.
_________________3/10
Sublessor needed for 1 bedroom
apartment. May-August. $280/mo.
Fully furnished. Close to campus.
345-5523.
_________________3/10
Sublessor(s) needed May-Aug,
possible take over lease in
August. Large 1 or 2 BR, w/d, ale,
garage w/ opener. All utilities furnished. Call Sarah 345-9615.
3/21

Roommates
Needed 1 male roommate for
2000-2001 school year to share
fully furnished 2 bedroom apt.
Call348-0157.
_________________3/24

Wanted
Join Income-Sharing Community
having and raising intelligent children. Near the University of
Illinois.
1-800-498-7781.
www.childrenforthefuture.org
3/23

Lost & Found
Ring Found in Physical Science
Building. Call to indentify ring.
581-6376 or 345-2534
_________________3/10
Lose something? Find something? Solve all your problems at
once. Advertise in the DEN classifieds.

----...,..---,.---,-.,.-319

Look great in your swimsuit. Lose
weight by spring break call 2351079 for info.
,---,----,----,,....-,.,....--'3/10
Partying in Mattoon? Gill's- 1124
Dewitt, Mattoon. Open 24 hours,
Friday and Saturday. Breakfast
special $2.99
--:,.-,-----...,.--...,.3/10
A Chicago land tradition authentic
Vienna all beef hot dogs $.99
Only at Marty's.

Travis Liles of Delta Chi, have a
great spring break. Love, the
ladies ofTri-Sigma
=--:--::------:-=-:-::-:---...,...,.3/9
The ladies ofTri-Sigma would like
to wish everyone a safe and fun
Spring Break.
=-----=----~----3/9

Congrats to Angel Reincke and

~----,---~~3ffi

Bebre you get a tattoo on Spring
Break, ask yourself, will I like this
body art in years to oome and in arr.;

__________:3110

Spmg Break Dreamin@ Tropi-Tan. 10
tans br $25 618w. L.inc:OO 348-8263.

_________m

Doonesbury

The staff of the
DEN wishes
everyone a fun,
but safe
Spring Break.
BY GARRY TRUDEAU

I

00

Personals

Nt;~ f?J'?667 A

8/Ct:.' 1 CAN atJii!l<

A IWOM tJK& A PRO!

Personals

I /t18AN,.ZM 6VPRY-

7HIN6 >t:XJ'I? /I./ANT IN
A IWSfl CHAIRMAN.'

Alcohol, Sex, Cigarettes, Liquid G,
Roofies- All the information you
could want on these and other
health related topics can be found
at the Health Service's Health
Education Resource Center. Now
located on the 3rd floor of the
Student Services Building.
=-----.,.....-::,------:-::3/9

To the men of TAU KAPPA
EPSILON- Have a fun and safe
break! Love, "Goddess• Kara.
,----.,...,---------,.-3/9
Red, Mortney, Mouth, Spank, 22
and Bar Girls, Have a great break!
Love, Kara

MOTHER GOOSE& GRIMM

BY MIKE PETIRS

--..,----=----------=-.,...·3/9

Happy 21st Birthday Katy 0! All
the waiting paid offi Love, the 2nd
street girls.
~=-=--=-.,....-------=--·3/9

STOP! Before you get that Spring
Break tattoo, ask yourself, did I
choose the artist carefully and did
he/she answer all my questions to
my satisfaction?
...,..---::-------=-:=-::3/9

Kristine Prohaska, Have a GREAT
Spring Break!! Kappa Delta Love
& Mine, Tabitha.

=--,-----,-----,---,--,.,...319

To the Men of Lambda Chi Alpha:
Have a great Spring Break! I'll
miss you guys! Have FUN, but be

... r

~

NSee> A CA\,.
BURGLAR.
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Searle can't put a price on the new faces
Six freshman, two newcomers add versatility and depth to softball team's lineup
By Kristin Rojek
Associate sports editor

Experience is key for the Panther
softball team, but with six fr·eshmen
and tv.•o newcomers to the team this
season, experience is something that
will come over time.
These players make up much of
the Panthers' starters, with five newcomet'S in the starting lineup now.
"The freslunen have vety good
expet'ience in their club teams and
summet· teams, but that's all secondary to their eagemess and abilities," head coach Lloydene Searle
said.
Infielder Linde Daniel is entetmg
her first competitive season at
Easten1, and although she doesn't
have fr-eslunan status academically,
she is a true freslunan athletically.
Junior infielder Emily Steavens is
in the same situation as Daniel.
Ttying out for the team this fall,
Steavens holds sophomore athletic
status and has anothet· tv.•o yeat'S
with the Panthet'S after this season.
"Emily is ow- backup shottstop,
but she was injw-ed before Arizona,
so she hasn't t-eally gotten her feet
wet," head coach Lloydene Searle
said. "She adds to ow· infield positioning."
Six freshmen wrap up the
remaining new playet'S on the softball rostet·.
Pitchers Jennifer Green, Kt1sten

Becket· and Maranda Malan, outfieldet·s Carrie Ninness and Jennifer
Hetber and catchet· Kt1stin Damell
have added depth to the team this
season as the team works to be one
of the leaders among the conference.
"1hey get experience with evety
game and they've all made leaps and
str-ides since Arizona," Searle said.
"1he success, especially in the win
colwnn, is difficult, but we're going
after it for what what we can get out
of it and that speeds up their expet1ence."
Because of the loss of six playet·s
fr·om last season to graduation or for
personal reasons, the team is one of
the younger teams in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
Not only do the newcomet'S bt'ing
depth to the teat11, but also a great
deal of versatility.
"You can't put a pt'ice on fust
pitching and Jennifer Green and
Kt'isten Becket· will have oppOitunities for a lifetime because they're
str-iking out All-Amet'icans and that
expet'ience they acquire tlu·ough the
oppottunities they have at-e great,"
Seat·le said. "It's great to get in these
games and be successful."
Datnell is the other piece to the
puzzle for the pitchet'S at the other
end.
"(Datnell) has no veteran catcher
to leam from, so she is working with
the othet· playet'S and keeps going,"
Seat·le said.

Eight new faces to the softball roster (top row from left, Jennifer Green, Linde Daniel and Jennifer Herber, bottom row,
Maranda Malan, Emily Steavens, Kristen Becker, Kristin Darnell, and Carrie Ninness) aren't going to watch the season
from the bench, with five players already experiencing a starting position in the Panther competitions.
"Can'ie, Linde, and Het·ber all
add to ow- defensive positions, run
for the team and hit and they've done
a good job playing enorlessly,"
Seat·le said."
Not only at·e the fr-eshmen wotking to complement each othet·, but
the seniot'S and veterans of the team
also have stepped up to help lead the
way.
"This is the best yem· I've seen
with the seniors and veterans really

taking the freshmen under their
wings and trying to work with
the01," Seat·le said.
"Julie (Fonda) gets out there
em·ly to teach them Genuine intet·est
is what I've seen.
"They're role models and they're
always t-ight thet·e telling us what
they're doing," Green said.
Although they at·e young and
don't have vast collegiate experience, the six fr-eshmen and two new-

comet'S to the softball team have
helped pull the teatn along in a positive direction.
"The freslunen wotk hat·d to push
evetyone on the teat11," Becker said.
"We've developed mot-e as a teatn
since practice has gone on."
As the season continues and their
expet'ience grows, these eight new
players are only going to str-ive hat·det' to improve the team's versatility
and success.

Cubs fans, deal with the reality in the off-season
Personal Foul
S

pring tr·aining is supposed
to be a time of optimism
for most baseball fans, but
if you're a. Cubs fan you know
better.
You see, after endw-ing season
after season of losing, I'm beginning to lose faitll, although I still
love the Cubs and always will.
This year however, rather than
gett.ing all excited about off-season moves and spouting off about
how much the team has improved,
I'm dealing with reality.
In reality there is no way the
Cubs will come anywhere close to
winning the centr·al this year
although the team has one thing
going for them this season that
they haven't had the last few
yeat·s.
Steve Trachsel is in another
unifonn and so is Rod Beck.
Now that's a statt, however as
great as Salllllly Sosa. and Mark
Grace at·e, the Cubs need more

fr·om both of them, if that's at all
possible.
With the exception of the '98
season, I have watched both players consistently leave tUilllers on
base and choke in big time situations time and time again.
It pains me to say it because I
love the way both of those guys
play, but they at·e both oven·ated.
Take Sosa for instance, last
yeat· he compiled the monstr·ous
offensive nUlllbers again, but what
fans sometimes overlook is the
nUlllber of times Sosa made hort'ific tlu·ows from t-ight field and
whiffed in critical situations.
I know this hwts you Cubs
fans and I'm sony, but if you
watched a lot of gatnes last year,
you know it's tlue.
Mat·k Grace can at least be
counted on to do the little things
like playing an outstanding defensive first base and making contact
to move tUilllers into scoring posi-

Gabe Rosen
Staff writer
e-mail: garosen@eiu.edu

tion.But if there is one knock on
Grace, it's tun production.
Simply put, the guy needs to
drive in more tuns.
The addition of centerfielder
Et'ic Young could prove to be a
nice addition if he can revett to
his '97 form and steal 50 bases or
more .. . but what are the chances
of him doing that in a Cubs' unifonn?
As for the pitching staff, I'm

smpt'ised to heat· myself say this,
but the statt ers could be solid. But
the bullpen, anchored by a
washed up Rick Aguilera, is
fi1ghteningly awful.
While the Cubs took a step forward in getting rid of Trachsel,
they took a step back by resigning
Matt Karchner.
It is virtually a guat·antee that
Kat·chner will blow many games
this year and as for the rest of the
pen ... let's just not even get into
it.
Jon Lieber and Kevin Tapani
at·e a solid starting duo and if
Keny Wood can ever get back on
the mound again and retum to
form, things could be looking up.
Ismael Valdes could also prove
to be a nice pickup, but that
remains to be seen.
So who will be the fifth
statt er?
Well, here's where it gets ugly.
You've got Kyle Fatnswotth,

who's got a good atm but doesn't
know how to pitch yet, and lefties
Micah Bowie and Andrew
Lonaine.
Please Lord, don't let Micah
Bowie break catnp with the Cubs.
So if the Cubs won't win the
division (chuckle), who will?
Ken Griffey Jr. and the
Cincinnati Reds will most likely
win the centr·al.
Sony Cardinal fans. Although
I'm willing to admit that Big Mac
and the Cat·dinals at·e probably
better than my Cubbies - God
that hwts, there's no way St.
Louis will - challenge either the
Reds or Houston.
Based on last year's performances, one would have to consider Houston a favorite, but the
loss of 20-game winner Mike
Hampton will probably hwt them
and the momentum of the Griffey
tr·ade will most likely propel
Cincinnati into the postseason.
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Braves will be without
Smoltz's services this year
KISSIMMEE, Fla. (AP) Jolm Smoltz will have smgery
March 23 to repair a tom medial
collateral ligament in his right
elbow, and the Atlanta Braves righthander is expected to miss the
entire season.
Smoltz had pain in the elbow in
his only spring outing, when he
allowed three nms and five hits in 1
2-3 innings Sunday against Tampa
Bay.
"The last few days have been the
worst for me," Smoltz said
Wednesday. "Just not knowing, trying a lot of things, flying to get
ready for the season, and then after
that game, for about a five-hom

period, I felt pretty bad."
Smoltz said his elbow felt better
Monday but the Braves decided to
check it out. He had an MRI and the
results Tuesday night indicated that
surgery was necessmy.
"I'm actually more positive than
I thought because, after not knowing what's going on, I know what I
can do now," said Smoltz, who indicated after rehab he should be able
to pitch another three or fom yem·s.
He was on the disabled list twice
last season with a sfl-ained right
elbow. He fiuished 11-8 with a 3.19
ERA in 29 starts. Smoltz is one of
Atlanta's big three stmters, a group
that includes Greg Maddux and

Tom Glavine. Combined the n'io
has won seven Cy Young Awards:
Smoltz (1996), Gla:vine (1991 and
1998) and Maddux (1992-9S).
In addition, Kevin Millwood
won 18 games last season.
Bmce
Chen
and
Teny
Mulholland were expected to compete for the fifth spot in the rotation.
"'What we'll do is examine who
we ha:ve here, evaluate who we
have here, evaluate how comfOitable we feel with how we make
things work in John's absence,"
Braves general manager Jolm
Schuerholz said. Then we'll decide
whether or not we look outside the
organization."

Memorabilia collector buys
McGwire's 500th homerun ball
ST. LOUIS (AP) Mark
McGwire's SOOth home nm ball
has been sold to a sports memorabilia collector.
The agent selling the baseball,
Michael Barnes, said Wednesday
the buyer is a ''well-known collector who finnly believes that this
ball is one of the most valuable
ever hit." Bmnes didn't reveal the
price.
McGwire hit his SOOth homer
on Aug. S in a 10-3 loss to the San
Diego Padres.

McGwire made it to SOO in
S,487 at-bats, breaking Babe
Ruth's record of S ,80 1. Jim
Shem·er, a 28-year-old St. Louis
m·chitect, survived a mad scramble
at Busch Stadium to ren·ieve the
ball.
Bmnes, president of One-of-aKind Auctions in Festus, offered
$100,000 before last season to any
fan catching McGwire's SOOth.
The $100,000, however, was just
an advance on what the ball might
bring at an auction.

After hitting his SOOth home
run, McGwire said the bat he used
to hit it would be donated to the
Hall of Fmne. He had hoped to see
the ball join it. McGwire has said
he believes the items are hist01'ical
and should not be sold.
Last season, Bmnes helped Phil
Ozersky, a 26-yem·-old resem·cher
at Washington University, sell the
70th
home-tun
ball
from
McGwire's record season in 1998.
Canadian comic book tycoon Todd
McFarlane paid $3,00S,OOO for it.
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Today
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Friday
TBA - Men's irma lin <nlfield at
t«:AA~~

NBA
EASTERN COff'ERENCE
AllarD: llMsix1
w L GB
Mali
37 23 New'rtrt
36 23 0.5
33 25 3.0
~
Ollarm
28 32 9.0
24 35 2.5
Bostln
24 36 3.0
New.MS/!f
Wa!tli'glm
19 42 18.5
Cel1r.j llMsix1
lllliala
41 19 Taro'*>
34 25 6.5
~
33 27 8.0
MMwkee
29 31 12.0
Detnlt
28 30 2.0
Clewtnl
25 35 16.0
Almla
23 36 7.5
13 46 27.5
Oi:a!P
WESTERN CONFEREI«:E
w..e&Ci'.i!ial
w L GB
l.tlh
39 20
Sanl'mril
38 22 1.5
Mn'lesc*l
35 25 4.5
DerM!r
26 33 2.5
24 36 15.5
Dalas
24 36 5.5
18 42 21.5
'1/'irroJM
PacifK:IJMsixl
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~
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EASTERN CONFERENCE
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N.Y.Isl<nlefs1 9 39 8
Na1heast !llisioo
w L T
Tamlo
37 23 7
CXIava
33 22 11
Mntreal
28 31 7
8Uiab
26 31 10
19 30 17
8osloo
SooeleastCi'.i!ial
w L T
WlsliDjon 35 21 11
Rml
35 27 5
C;rdrg
28 29 9
T<llll3Bai 15 42 7
12 47 6

40 20 7
23 38 6
24 35 7
i'b1hoest !llisioo
w L T
CokJ;Q)
31 27 10
EamrU1
25 27 15
cagary
28 31 8
~
23 31 12
P.K:ilicCi'.i!ial
w L T
Dallas
36 24 6
Plxlerix
33 26 7
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28 32 8
Atmein
28 29 10
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COLLEGE
Men's Basketball
OVC Standings
Soullleast Missouri
MooayS1ate
Austin A!ay
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee Tech
Mi!dte Temessee
Tennessee-Mastin
Tennessee State
McxelleadS1ate
Eastern Kenllld<y

CNC OYeral
14-4 21-j)
14-4 21-8
11-7 18-9
11-7 16.11
11-7 16-11
1().jj 14-12
7-11 HH8
6-12 7-21
4-14 9-18
2-16 6-21

Top25

Record Pvs
28-2
2
1
25-2
24-4
4
22-5
6
23-7
7
23-5
5
26-4
10
24-5
11
2H
3
25-4
12
23-6
8
24-4
9
22-7
16
27-3
15
24-5
21
22-8
22
23-5
13
14
20-7
1 9.St.~'s
21-7
18
20. Maryland
17
22-8
21. Comediart
21-8
24
22.P~ue
21-8
20
23.M1arri
20-9
24.Kansas
22-8
23
25.11inois
19-8
25
Olllers receivilg votes: Alrun
130, Oregon 116, utah St. 31,
LOtisville 18, UCLA 17, Fres11o St.
15, utah 7, 1'epperdine 6, Navy 4,
Virgirva 4, Kent 2, Pem 2, BU1!er 1,
St. Bonavenu e 1, Vand€lllilt 1.
1. Cincilnati (66)
2. Stanford (2)
3. Duke
4. Ohio St. (2)
5. Midigan St.
6. Temple
7. towa St.
8. Tennessee
9.Alizona
10. LSU
11. Flolida
12. Syraruse
13. Texas
14. Tulsa
15. Oklahoma
16. Kentud<y
17. Oklahoma St.
18. 11\diooa

Women's Basketball
OVC Standings
Tennessee Tech
IMdle Tennessese

1.\Jnay State
Tennessee-Martin

(JoiC Overall
16-2 21-8
13-5 17-10
11-7 13-14
11-7 12-15

Eastern KerJtud(y
Austin A!ay
Sootheast Missouli
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee Slate
Morehead State

1().jj
9-9
7-11
6.12
6-12
1-17

13-14
13-14
11-16
8.18
8-18
2-25

Top25
Record Pv
1. Coonectictt (40) 28-1
1
2. Temessee (3)
28-3
2
4
3. Louisiana Tech
25-2
4. Geal,ia
29-3
2
5. NotreDame
25-3
6
24-3
6. Texas Tech
7
26-4
5
7. Penn St.
8. RUigers
2Hl
8
9. uc Santa Barbara 27-3
9
10. 1a.vaSL
22-5
11
11. Duke
12
25-5
17
12. Mssissippi Sl
23-7
22-7
18
13. Puroue
14. Okl Doolirion
24-4
14
22-j)
10
15.LSU
16.Aitlum
21-7
12
17. Boston Galege 25-7
19
21
18. Ollahoma
23-6
16
19.Vifllilia
23-6
20. N.C. State
15
20-8
21.TIIane
25-4
23
22-j)
22Alizona
20
23. GeoWasllington 25-4
24. Oregon
22-7
25.Mcligan
22-7
22
Others receiving IIOtes: Stanford
67, xavier 43, North carolina 39,
Marquette 28, Kef¥ 23, Kansas 21,
Vanderbitt 20, St. Joseph's 14,
llilois 10, SW MssotJi St. 7, uru
7, Utah 3, Texas 2, Drake 1,
Wisoonsin 1.
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Rodman waived by
Dallas Mavericks
DALLAS (AP) - Dennis
Rodman needed less than a
month to wear out his welcome in Dallas.
The Mavericks gave up on
their biggest drawing card
Wednesday, giving him his
release hours after he lashed
out against owner-in-waiting
Mark Cuban.
This could be the end of the
line for the most-pierced,
most-tattooed player in league
hist01y.
The team, which announced
the move on its Web site
before issuing a statement,
said it would not comment
until Thursday morning.

Gopher basketball
team is expecting
more penalties
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) Trying to head off more severe
NCAA sanctions, the University
of Minnesota likely will impose
more penalties on its men's basketball program.
The sanctions, expected
within two weeks, would
involve limits on the number
of scholarships the school
could offer basketball recmits,
coach Dan Monson told the
Star Tiibune in Wednesday's
editions.
The number of scholarships involved - and how
many years each would be
unavailable - hasn't been
detemtined. NCAA Division I
teams are limited to 13 scholm·ship players.
In October, university
President Mark Yudof imposed
a ban on postseason play this
season and placed the program
on indefmite probation, the
result of an investigation into
widespread academic fraud.

McGuire retires
after 23 years
with CBS
NEW YORK (AP) - CBS
basketball analyst AI McGuire's
plan to skip this year's NCAA
toummnent will go fm· beyond
that.
McGuire told the Milwaukee
Joumal Sentinel in a st01y for
today's editions that he is retit·ing after 23 yem'S of broadcasting, saying he no longer has the
energy or desire to continue.

The former coach, who led
Marquette to the 1977 NCAA
title before beginning a broadcasting cm·eer, told CBS he
would tniss the NCAA tournament because he is suffering
from a form of anemia.
But McGuire, 71, told the
Joumal Sentinel that he will be
retit'ing from broadcasting.
"It's over. It's cwtains. It's
all she wrote," McGuire told
the newspaper.
Former North Cm·olina and
Los Angeles Lakers stm· James
Worthy will replace McGuit·e
and temn with play-by-play
announcer Dick Enberg on
CBS's thit·d team for the
NCAA towney, which opens
March 16. McGuit·e also was
scheduled to work the
Southeastem Conference tow·nament, but will be replaced
by Bill Raftety.
McGuit·e said his condition
isn't life-threatening, but saps
his energy, particulm·ly at
night. The arduous schedule of
the NCAA toumament which would require him to
call four gmnes on the first day
- was too much.
"I just don't feel on top of
my game," McGuire said. "I
don't remember gett.ing old.
How'd that happen?
"I felt I just wasn't touching bases. And rather than
milk it and leave them sh01t, I
decided to wa:ve the white
flag."

Long-time Friar
coach dies at 75
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP)
- Joe Mullaney, who coached
such players as Jimmy Walker
and Lenny Wilkens and was a
fixture at Providence for 18
years, died Wednesday. He
was 7S.
He had cancer and died at
his North Providence home, a
school spokeswoman said.
Mullaney coached the
Ft'im·s fi:om 19SS-1969 and
again from 1981-198S, ending
with a 319-1 64record. About
700 people attended a n'ibute
to him last month.
"There's no doubt that Joe
Mullaney is Providence
College basketball, " fonner
Providence coach Rick Bames
once said.
Mullaney left Providence in
1969 to coach a Los Angeles
Lakers team featuring Wilt
Chmnberlain, Jerry West and
Elgin Baylor.
He ended his tv.ro seasons
with a record of 94-70 in the
regular season and 16-14 in
the playoffs.
Mullaney was a young
coach when he first anived at
Providence, a small, Catholic
school. He had coached just
one year at Notwich in
Vetmont.
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Mike Ziroli
Jmlior
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Junior
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Pitching staff takes a tum from last
year's early season offensive struggles
By Bill Ruthhart
Associate sports editor

Despite starting off the season with a 16 record. Eastern's baseball team has plenty
to look forward to this season as it heads into
a three-game series at the University of
Memphis this weekend.
After losing several pitchers to injmy
during the off-season, pitching coach Chris
Hall and the rest of the Panthers had plenty
to wony about with only a handful of experienced pitchers available on opening day.
But since then, the junior college tt·ansfers
and freshmen on the staff have stepped up to
help fill the void of those who were injured.
"Tite feeling after we were done playing (against Arkansas State two weeks ago).
even though we lost three games, was great."
Hall said.
"Myself and (head coach Jim) Schmitz

couldn't have felt better and are very excited with the pitching
staff after the first
outings. And hopefully they can only
get better as
season goes
on."
While the
John Larson
offense has
Senior
been off to a
slow start, the
pitching staff
has can·ied the
team
keeping
Eastern close enough
to win late.
"It helps out to have the pitching there and I think it makes the hitters more
confident knowing we won't give up a lot of

nlllSand
we'll be
right in there," HaU said.
"And once the hitting
does come amund, we'll
be very tough to beat."
The start of the 2000
season seems to be a 180
degree tum from last season.
While last season the
offense started off slow ly.
the pitching stmggled giving up double digits in nms
i on several occasions. This
season, however, is a different st01y thus far.
"There's more confidence
and I think the position players
see that too," Hall said. "And it's
a good feeling for the hitters to
know the games will be close
and they won't be giving up
double digits in nlllS."
Leading the charge for the staff has been

NCAA continues the witch hunt
to clean up program with Porter
ou haYe got to be kidding
me. Chris Porter made a
mistake. Just ask him, he
will tell you. He admitted last week
to accepting a $2,500 money order
from a sports agent.
Por1er sat out the last four games
in hopes the NCAA would reinstate
him in time for the SEC tourney.
The NCAA didn't. And now
Porter will miss the rest of the season.
Sadly enough, Porter is not the
student athlete to be suspended
recently f01· having contact with an
agent, but he is the one who did not
deserve to go through what he has.
P011er is the latest student athlete
to be made an example of through
the NCAA's recent witch hunt to
clean up the programs.
Por1er admitted that he accepted
the money. That is not what is in
question here. Tire reason why
Por1er accepted the money is what
matters in this case.
Pot1er's mother lives in a nlfal
south Alabanta town and was in
danger of being evicted. Porter took
out a loan to help his mother.
Granted, there were much better
places to go to get a loan, but Pot1er
made his choice. He later told
Aubwn officials that he did not

Y
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Kyle Bauer
Sports editor
e-mail: cukmb12@pen.eiu.edu
know the person he accepted the
money from was a sports agent.
Now, I'm not saying that
because P011er took the money for
a legitimate cause, he should get off
cleanly. According to the NCAA
regulations, what Porter did was

wrong.
He clearly violated the NCAA's
policy on having contact with an
agent. What is wrong here is the
way this whole mess was handled.
Aubtun conducted a week-long
investigation into the matter and
submitted its findings to the
NCAA. All the willie, Pot1er was
not allowed to attend practice or
pru1icipate in any games.
Tire NCAA needs to start looking at each individual case lllOre

carefully. This guy made a mistake.
but it was not like a booster paid for
him to attend prep school. And it
was not like an alum financed his
apru1ment while he was in high
school.
P011er borrowed money fi-om
someone without doing his homewotk and checking this person out.
He screwed up and it cost him.
The problem is that it cost him
more than it should haYe. It is not
like Porter accepted the lllOney out
of his own greed. And it is not like
he was talking to the agent about a
possible pro career, which is what
the NCAA's mle is supposed to
prevent.
He was in a financial crisis and
made a bad decision and it cost him
three games and now has cost him
the rest of the season. What is
worse is that there was talk of criminal charges being filed
Apparently the state of Alabama
has a law against student-athletes
conling into contact with a spotts
agent. Does that seem ridiculous to
anybody else? Tilis guy could have
gone to jail for essentially trying to
prevent his mother from being
homeless.

See BAUER Page 9

senior ace John Larson. who looked well in
his first outing against Kentucky.
"Johnny threw very well in his fust
start," Hall said. "He's the same old Jolumy
and will be vety reliable for us."
Lefty Ryan Ctllly will be right behind
Larson in the rotation. Cm1y pitched for the
the first time tllis season against A rkansas
State after retmning from shoulder surgery.
"Our biggest injmy came to our No. 2 guy
Ryan Cuny," Hall said. " He's worked very
hard and is all done with his rehab."
Also pitching well for Eastern has
been jmtior coUege transfex-s John Hensley
and Chad Williams.
"Chad has thrown vety well," Hall said.
"And Jolm has stmggled to find the plate a
little bit, but he'll come around."
After moving from the stat1ing mtation
to the bullpen, closer Mike Ziroli has also
been a force on the hill.
" He has adjusted ,-ery weU." Hall said.
"He was our No. 3 starter last year but now
he is in the bullpen and can really let it fly
and he has been very effective so far."

Stepping out
of the light
Jehlicka leaves coaching after 29 years to
become associate athletic director
By Bill Ruthhart
Associate sports editor
When associate athletic director
Rodger Jehlicka asstuned his new
position this full. for the first time in
three decades he was not taking part
in something he loved gx-eatly coaching.
Jehlicka, who had served as head
wrestling coach at Division II
Adruns State in Colorado for the previous 29 years, decided to hang up
the whistle in fin·or of taking an
administrative position at the
Division I level.
"It's been a leaming experience,"
Jehlicka said of his first year on the
job. "I had been a wrestling coach for
the past 29 years, and my last four
years at Adants State I was also athletic director, but not coaching is
really a big, big difference."
Jehlicka, who coached mo1-e than
70 All-Americans at Adants State,

A~~f~treiOOMduahtmind
the srenes of ~m athletic !f!W3IDS.
does enjoy his new posttton at
Eastem, but admits it's difficult
being away from the wrestling mat
for the first time in 30 years.
''I miss the fust pace of January
and February wha-e we would be
traYeling a lot, recmiting. going to
meets, getting ready for regionals
and nationals," he said. ''I came to
Eastern to get the experience of
doing game management and handling facilities at the Division I level,
but thet-e have beat times whet-e it's
been hard not coaching."

See LIGHT Page 9

